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ABSTRACT 
Simulating a coreflood experiment is more than a good exercise. It is the only way to deduce 
flow properties of a heterogeneous rock or when the capillary effects are important. 
Numerical simulation is very often a better approach than the traditional method such as 
JBN, especially for heterogeneous rock samples, to understand detailed flow behavior. Since 
many parameters are involved during history matching of the experiment, the matching 
process becomes more complicated as the core-scale heterogeneity is increased. In order to 
optimize matching parameters efficiently, an automated history-matching program using the 
Genetic Algorithm has been developed. The program is used to interpret coreflood 
displacements on heterogeneous carbonate cores and successfully predicts a reasonable set 
of relative permeability and capillary pressure curves within given pore-types, which are the 
representative classes of void structures of the rock. Although the program numerically 
estimates flow properties for each pore-type, it is better if these properties are explained 
using pore-scale modeling, which supports these flow properties derived by the coreflood 
simulation.  
 
Core-scale heterogeneity is assigned by the key pore-types that are characterized by 
petrographical and petrophysical analysis. Pore-scale modeling simulates multiphase flow 
through each pore-type. Predicted flow properties using pore-scale modeling are consistent 
with those derived by the coreflood simulation using the Genetic Algorithm. The 
combination of pore and core-scale analyses improves the understanding of flow through 
heterogeneous porous media and the method bridges pore to core-scale analysis.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Predicting representative sets of relative permeabilities and capillary pressure is of great 
importance for reliable reservoir simulation and management. These transport properties 
define flow behavior in porous media and they critically depend on the geometry and 
topology of the pore space, the physical relationship between rock grains and the fluids, and 
the conditions imposed by the flow process. Due to the importance of the flow properties and 
the difficulty to obtain them appropriately, much effort has been devoted to derive the 
transport properties theoretically, numerically and experimentally [1, 2]. Even when the 
properties are successfully obtained in the laboratory, there is a missing link between the 
laboratory scale and the larger field scale because the properties are scale-dependent due to 
the heterogeneous nature of rocks. Although smaller pore-scale physics relates to larger 
scale phenomena, it is not practical to conduct a flow simulation of naturally heterogeneous 
reservoir at the field scale using pore-scale physics. Therefore, many upscaling techniques 
have been developed to alleviate the enormous computational cost of flow modeling [3]. A 
reasonable upscaling technique from plug cores to a whole core has been recently proposed 
[4]. The method has successfully predicted the relative permeabilities of the whole core 
using the characteristics of smaller plug cores. It is important that the degree of 
heterogeneity is appropriately described in the core unless the rock is homogeneous. The 
core was divided into key pore-types in order to predict flow properties in each pore-type. 
The flow properties of each pore-type were estimated through coreflood simulation 
combined with the Genetic Algorithm (GA); however, the properties obtained by the 
numerical solution were not physically explained. Although coreflood simulation is useful 
in obtaining a set of flow properties with a reasonable range, it is better that derived flow 
properties are explained at the pore-scale in order to understand the displacement physics 
and as a consistency check on the results. Therefore, pore-scale modeling is used to support 
these flow properties in order to bridge pore to core-scale properties.  
 
As explained below, the coreflood experiments and their simulations are described first. To 
characterize flow behavior at the core-scale, petrographical and petrophysical analysis is 
used to determine key pore-types. An effective optimization process is necessary to 
reproduce the coreflood displacements by the flow simulation; therefore, the Genetic 
Algorithm is applied to optimize the simulation. The main focus of the paper is to bridge the 
pore to core-scale flow properties. It is necessary to have a representative network structure 
as an input for the pore scale network model. To obtain the network, a reference network is 
modified to fit the target reservoir rock by matching the mercury injection capillary pressure. 
The process of modification is discussed first, and followed by the prediction of flow 
properties using the network model.   
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COREFLOOD SIMULATION 
Coreflood experiments and pore-type analysis 
A whole core of heterogeneous rock recovered from a Cretaceous carbonate reservoir in the 
Middle East was used for the water flooding experiment with in-situ fluid saturation 
monitoring by X-ray CT, which has a resolution of 0.35mm. The whole core is mainly 
composed of algal bioclastic peloidal packstone/grainstone and has an average porosity of 
0.322 and air permeability of 30.7mD. After the unsteady-state oil/water displacement in the 
whole core, one inch-diameter plug cores were drilled out from it (Figure 1 left). A series of 
water displacements on the plug cores was carried out at Swi restored conditions and one of 
the experimental results is compared with the simulation in Figure 1 right. Then all the 
samples were sliced for detailed core characterization. Petrographical and petrophysical 
analyses were used to determine the three key pore-types: poorly to moderately sorted 
bioclastic-peloidal grainstone/packstone (Pore-type A); fine grained peloidal packstone 
(Pore-type B); and algal fragment (Pore-type C). 
 

 
Figure 1. Location of 1 inch-diameter plug cores in the whole core (left) and oil saturation 
distribution during a water flooding experiment on a carbonate plug core is compared with 
that predicted by the coreflood simulation (after the history matching). This core plug drilled 
out from the whole core has porosity of φ=0.329 and permeability of k=20.1mD, which are 
different from the properties of the whole core due to its heterogeneity. 
 
Coreflood simulation using the Genetic Algorithm 
The water displacements are reproduced by constructing 3D coreflood simulation models as 
the simulations are a reliable approach to understand flow through heterogeneous porous 
media [5]. However, it is often difficult to obtain a unique result and it might take a long time 
to reach the optimum solution due to the many parameters involved. An efficient procedure, 
therefore, is necessary to reproduce the experiments using the coreflood simulation. There 
are many optimization algorithms to find the solution for such problems. However, some 
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methods encounter local minima for the solutions when the problem is complicated and their 
search space is widely spread. The Genetic Algorithm is one of the most suitable methods to 
optimize parameters for complicated problems [6-8]. An automated history-matching 
program called GEMAP (GEnetic algorithm MAtching Program) has been developed to 
improve the accuracy and the efficiency of the coreflood simulation [9]. 
 
The Genetic Algorithm uses Darwin’s theory of evolution. An organism that fits to a certain 
environment can survive longer and its genetic information is transmitted to new offspring 
by recombining (crossover) and mutating those genes. The fitness of an organism is 
measured by success of the organism in its life. Applying the Genetic Algorithm to 
history-matching coreflood experiments, the problem has to be described properly in order 
to select the optimum solution from multiple realizations. The program optimizes the 
unknown parameters for relative permeabilities and capillary pressure through reasonable 
reproduction of the experimental data such as changes of fluid saturation and differential 
pressure during displacement as shown in Figure 2. The program uses Corey-type 
normalized relative permeabilities and capillary pressure, which are defined by four and five 
unknown coefficient parameters respectively (Eqs.(1)-(7) in [9]). To optimize the unknown 
parameters and to increase the degree of matching accuracy, the difference between 
experimental data and simulation results are compared. For example, water saturations in 
every simulation grid block can be compared with the experimental data taken by X-ray CT. 
More details of the program are given in [9]. 
 
The coreflood simulation model is composed of 5mm cubes in consideration of the 
measurement resolution of a minipermeameter and it is constructed from available data such 
as porosity, Swi and Sor derived from X-ray CT, minipermeameter permeability and 
distribution of pore-types described by the geologist. The processes of history matching for 
three experiments determine unknown parameters of relative permeabilities and capillary 
pressure for each pore-type. Firstly unknown parameters of Pore-type A are predicted by 
simulating one particular experiment because the target core is composed of 98% of the 
pore-type. Then the optimization of Pore-type B and C are carried out similarly on two cores, 
which have different ratios of defined pore-types. Consequently, a set of relative 
permeability and capillary pressure curves are derived for the three pore-types. Figure 3 
shows a set of the normalized curves of relative permeabilities and capillary pressure 
predicted from three different plug cores. 
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Figure 2. Reproduction of water saturation profiles and the differential pressure during a 
displacement using coreflood simulation. Reproduction of the oil saturation distribution has 
been shown already in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 3. A set of the normalized curves of capillary pressure and relative permeabilities for 
each pore-types derived by the coreflood simulations (The samples are strongly oil-wet).  
 
PORE-SCALE MODELING 
Network modification 
Pore-scale network modeling uses an idealized network described by a lattice of pores 
connected by throats to predict multiphase flow properties such as relative permeabilities 
and capillary pressure [10]. The network of the rock structure typically consists of thousands 
of pores and throats within a few millimeters cubed. Most of the networks are traditionally 
described by a regular lattice, which ignores some of the complicated topology that occurs in 
realistic porous media. The methods have been developed to construct networks from 
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small-scale data such as mercury injection capillary pressure. However, it is demonstrated 
that matching only porosity, permeability and capillary pressure does not guarantee 
uniqueness of the solution from the generated networks [11]. In order to increase the 
predictive capabilities of pore-scale modeling, a topologically disordered network that 
realistically represents the real pore structure is required. To generate a network it is first 
necessary to have a three-dimensional voxel-based pore-space representation that is 
constructed by either a direct imaging technique such as micro-CT scanning [12, 13], 
stochastic methods [14-16], or object-based approaches [17-19]. Although X-ray 
microtomography is becoming gradually applied to describe porous media at resolutions of 
around a micron, the resolution is not sufficient to image the sub-micron size pores that are 
abundant in carbonates [20], which can presently only be imaged by 2D techniques such as 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Even though the 3D voxel-based representation of the 
pore space is successfully generated in the first process, the second process to extract an 
equivalent network of pores and throats is not simple. A number of different methods have 
been proposed to extract a network from a 3D pore space image [21-23]. Bakke and Øren 
[18] successfully produced networks from images generated using their process-based 
methods. Despite the development of several promising algorithms and successful tests on 
the pore structures there is, at present, no method that can routinely and reliably extract 
networks from 3D images. The use of pore-scale modeling, therefore, is currently limited by 
the shortage of such appropriate networks derived from 3D pore space images. Valvatne and 
Blunt [24], however, proposed a methodology for combining a realistic network 
representing Berea sandstone with conditioning to experimental capillary pressure to predict 
flow properties of a variety of different porous media. We will use this approach to obtain 
representative networks using capillary pressure data since the two-step approach to extract 
the network for our carbonate rock is currently difficult due to the reasons mentioned above. 
Topological information of a reference Berea network such as relative pore locations and 
coordination numbers is kept while tuning the properties of the individual network elements. 
The method could reproduce a range of experimental data from several rocks [24].  
The distribution of throat size in the network is the main property used to modify the 
reference structure to represent the target pore-type. Capillary pressure typically gives us the 
throat size distribution based on a bundle of capillary tubes assumption for porous media. 
The derived distribution can be used as the initial guess; however, the network modified 
using the distribution cannot reproduce the experimental capillary pressure since the 
hypothesis fails to account for the interconnected nature of real porous media. The 
distribution of throat sizes is modified until an adequate match to the experimental capillary 
pressure is obtained. Inscribed radii are assigned from the modified distribution while 
preserving the rank order of pores and throats, which means that the largest throat is kept as 
the largest radius in the network. Mercury injection capillary pressure is used to modify the 
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network in the study to obtain the network for the carbonate samples. Figure 4 shows one of 
matched capillary pressure curves and predicted throat size distributions for all three 
pore-types.   
 

 
Figure 4. A matched capillary pressure of pore-type C after modifying the reference network 
(left) and derived throat size distributions for all three pore-types using the same manner 
(right).  
 
Network model 
The quasi-static network model is used to simulate primary oil flooding, wettability 
alteration and subsequent cycles of water and oil flooding. More details including model 
description and related equations can be found in [24]. The model uses a topologically 
equivalent network of pores and throats, rather than a regular lattice network. The individual 
elements of a network have location, radius and volume. In addition the cross-sectional 
shape of individual pore and throat are described by the shape factor, G = A/P2, where A is 
the cross sectional area and P is the perimeter length. Angular corners of network elements 
such as triangular shapes can model the remaining wetting layers. After primary drainage, 
the part of the rock exposed to the oil may have its wettability altered. Three main processes, 
which are piston-like displacement, pore body filling and snap-off, are modeled at the 
pore-scale.  
 
Predicting flow properties to bridge pore to core-scale 
A 10mm plug sample is selected to have only one pore-type, which is classified as pore-type 
A, B or C, and it is used for the measurement of mercury injection capillary pressure in order 
to predict throat size distribution for the modified network using the process has explained 
above. The measured capillary pressure is, therefore, the key to describe an appropriate 
network modified from the reference network. The permeability, measured on the larger core 
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from which a 10mm sample is taken, is also well reproduced during the modification process. 
The modified network for each pore-type is used to predict flow properties. Starting from the 
network filled fully with water, primary drainage to displace water by oil is simulated using 
pore-scale model. The displacement is controlled by the capillary pressure. The part of the 
rock exposed to the oil after primary drainage may have its wettability altered. The 
wettability on the 10mm plug sample, which is used for the network modification, is not 
directly measured. Instead of the direct measurement on the sample, the measured 
wettability is available only for the larger plug cores taken from near the target sample. The 
Amott wettability indices show oil-wetness and vary widely from -0.3 to -0.9. Due to the 
absence of original wettability of the each pore-type, the wettability of the pore-type should 
be iteratively varied to understand its effect on the flow and mainly to reproduce the relative 
permeability and capillary pressure curves numerically predicted by the coreflood 
simulation assisted by the Genetic Algorithm. Relatively weaker oil-wetness than the 
available wettability characteristics after the primary drainage can reproduce the range of 
both relative permeabilities and capillary pressure for the waterflooding process as shown in 
Figure 5. The contact angle after aging ranges between 65 and 120 degrees. The negative 
capillary pressure is well reproduced for all the pore-types except in the very high water 
saturation region, where the capillary pressure at the core-scale may need to be redefined 
using a different formulation. The relative permeabilities at the pore-scale are also consistent 
with those predicted by the coreflood simulations although the relative permeabilities to 
water deviate from those derived by coreflood simulation in the low water saturation region. 
In addition to simulating a coreflood experiment using in-situ saturation monitoring, 
especially for heterogeneous rock, pore-scale modeling can be used to predict relative 
permeabilities and capillary pressure with more physical sense. The combination of pore and 
core-scale analysis improves the understanding of flow through heterogeneous porous media 
and the method bridges pore to core-scale analyses.  
 
The proposed method to bridge pore and core-scale analyses gives reasonable results; 
however, a slight deviation can be seen in the figures because the modified network from the 
reference with the inferred wettability is used to model the two-phase flow process. To 
increase the predictive capability of the pore-scale model, it is better to generate more 
representative networks using a two-step approach rather than modifying the reference 
network. In addition wettability should be measured directly for each pore-type.  
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Figure 5. Capillary pressure and relative permeabilities predicted for different pore-types 
using pore-scale modeling are compared with those derived from core-scale simulation 
using the Genetic Algorithm. The range of curves that match the coreflood experiment is 
shown by two lines, which are the upper and lower bounds.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The methodology to bridge pore and core-scale analyses was proposed as shown by the 
workflow in Figure 6. Coreflood experiments were carried out to estimate flow properties 
such as relative permeabilities and capillary pressure. In-situ saturation monitoring was 
necessary for detailed analysis and core-scale characterization. To reproduce coreflood 
experiments, coreflood simulation models were used to determine flow properties at the 
core-scale. Petrographical and petrophysical analyses were used to determine key pore-types 
in the core. An effective optimization process was necessary to reproduce the coreflood 
experiments by simulation; therefore, an automated history-matching program using the 
Genetic Algorithm was used to interpret coreflood displacements on the heterogeneous 
carbonate cores. The program successfully predicted a reasonable set of relative 
permeabilities and capillary pressure within given pore-types. The predicted flow properties 
were numerical solutions of coreflood simulations; therefore, pore-scale modeling was used 
to support these flow properties derived at the core-scale. The networks modified from the 
reference structure using the mercury injection capillary pressure and the permeabilities 
were used as the inputs for pore-scale modeling to predict flow properties. In addition to the 
mercury injection, NMR has also been used to generate networks [25, 26]. The wettability in 
the network was assumed using available information. Although the wettability might not be 
representative, relative permeabilities and capillary pressure predicted by the pore-scale 
modeling were consistent with those derived by the coreflood simulation using the Genetic 
Algorithm. The combination of pore and core-scale analyses improves the understanding of 
flow through heterogeneous porous media and the method bridges pore to core-scale 
analyses. 
 
Future work will be devoted to increase the predictive capability of pore-scale modeling in 
order to bridge pore to core-scale analyses. It is better to use more representative networks 
than those modified from a reference based on Berea sandstone. New methods to capture 
sub-micron pore structures are currently investigated to obtain pore space images. Then 
more appropriate networks can be extracted from the voxel representations. The bulk 
wettability of the specific pore-types is necessary to predict flow behavior.  
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Figure 6. The proposed workflow to bridge pore and core-scale analyses of flow properties 
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